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Viewpoint
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Hysteresis loop measurements in technologically important magnetic materials have revealed striking deviations
from some fundamental and widely accepted concepts in the physics of ferromagnetism.
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The concept of hysteresis is fundamental to the
physics of ferromagnetism, adding considerably to both
the extraordinary richness of the physics displayed, and
the diversity in applications of magnetic materials. Sim-
ply put, the magnetic state of a ferromagnet depends not
only on the external magnetic field experienced at some
point in time, but also on the field history, resulting in
double-valued magnetization vs field curves referred to
as hysteresis loops [1, 2]. The parameters characterizing
these loops are the most common ones used to describe a
ferromagnet’s magnetic response, defining the relevant
physical regime, the most suitable models, and possi-
ble areas of application [1, 2]. These applications vary
widely depending on the extent of the hysteresis, from
the almost entirely reversible “soft” ferromagnets used
in transformer cores to highly hysteretic “hard” perma-
nent magnets used in motors, passing through the pre-
cisely engineered materials employed in the recording
media of hard disk drives. Although hysteresis loops ex-
hibit complex temperature, time, and frequency depen-
dence, it is widely assumed that macroscopic hysteresis
loops are repeatable for a given set of external condi-
tions. This is a remarkable result given the stochastic
nature of the magnetization process and the absence of
repeatability on a microscopic scale [3–5], deriving only
from the sheer scale of the macroscopic averaging.

The simple magnetization hysteresis loops described
above are actually more properly referred to as ma-
jor hysteresis loops, i.e., those for which the starting
and ending fields exceed the closure field, where the
property of hysteresis vanishes. Minor hysteresis loops,
where the maximum applied fields lie below the closure
field, are also useful, as they provide additional infor-
mation on the microscopic details of how the magneti-
zation reverses, in addition to more closely resembling
the working field cycle in some applications. They also
form the basis for a host of more complex analyses (e.g.,

Refs. [6–10]), such as the “∆H” [8] and first order re-
versal curve (FORC) [9, 10] techniques, which provide a
more detailed picture of the hysteresis mechanisms. Mi-
nor loops are thus a major part of the experimentalist’s
arsenal when attempting to understand magnetization
reversal mechanisms in ferromagnetic materials. How-
ever, the uniqueness and repeatability that is so well es-
tablished for macroscopic major loops is a much more
subtle issue for minor hysteresis loops. In fact, measure-
ment of successive minor loops under identical experi-
mental conditions can lead to a “drift” in the shape and
size of the minor loop, often referred to as “reptation”
(e.g., Refs. [11, 12]). Though finite, this and other sim-
ilar effects [13], have thus far been found to be small,
suggesting that they are perhaps best viewed as a “per-
turbation” to the widely accepted idea of repeatability
in macroscopic hysteresis loops.

Given this situation, it is thus a considerable surprise
that a paper appearing in Physical Review B, from An-
dreas Berger, Stephane Mangin, Jeffrey McCord, Olav
Hellwig, and Eric Fullerton [14], reports the discovery
of strikingly large deviations from this picture. This
team, composed of researchers from CIC nanoGUNE
(Spain), Nancy-Université (France), Forschungszen-
trum Dresden-Rossendorf (Germany), Hitachi Global
Storage Technologies (US), and the University of Cali-
fornia, San Diego, (US) have observed a phenomenon
where successive minor loops obtained under identical
conditions, rather than being largely repeatable, actually
display a massive cumulative expansion, undergoing an
increase in hysteresis loss of up to 350%. These results
have been reproduced in two materials systems, and,
when coupled with a detailed magnetic microscopy
study, have enabled the authors to present an explana-
tion for this striking phenomenon in terms of succes-
sive accumulation of small nucleation domains, i.e., mi-
croscopic areas of reversed magnetization that act as nu-
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clei for the subsequent macroscopic magnetization re-
versal.

The basic phenomenon is shown in Fig. 1(a), which
displays the major hysteresis loop of a Co/Pt thin film
multilayer, in addition to a series of successive minor
loops obtained by cycling the field between ±290 Oe.
These multilayered samples are fabricated by sequen-
tial physical vapor deposition of multiple ultrathin Co
and Pt layers, a process specifically tailored to induce
the property of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [2],
which is essential to the operation of modern magnetic
recording media. As clearly shown in Fig. 1, successive
field cycling results in a dramatic increase in minor loop
area, a surprising departure from simple expectations.
The authors go on to show not only that this same phe-
nomenon is observed in related Co/Pd multilayers, but
also to present detailed information on the dependence
on the number of cycles, and the maximum and mini-
mum fields in the minor loop. Two critical observations
emerge: (i) this effect disappears for maximum fields
that exceed the closure field, showing, somewhat reas-
suringly, that hysteresis loop repeatability is still a valid
concept at sufficiently high field, and (ii) there is a clear
correlation between the growth of the minor loops and
a small but detectable decrease in the maximum mag-
netization (i.e., that obtained under the largest positive
fields in each cycle). Although it is not visible in Fig.
1(a), this maximum magnetization decreases with suc-
cessive field cycling (by only 1% or so), in close registry
with the expansion in the minor loop area. This subtle
effect indicates that the material is not completely satu-
rated at the largest positive fields, providing an impor-
tant clue to the mechanism of the cumulative minor loop
growth.

The key insight into the underlying physical mech-
anism was provided by magnetic domain imaging,
achieved using the magneto-optical Kerr effect [1, 2].
Using this technique the authors were able to image the
domain structure at various points around the minor
loop, repeating this over multiple successive field cycles.
The results reveal some striking correlations between
the domain patterns, both at different fields within a
given minor loop, and between successive minor loops
at a given field. The images show not only a memory
effect, where the domain pattern recreates that obtained
during the previous field cycle, but also, critically, an
expansion effect where reverse domains grow laterally
with successive field cycling, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
These data thus demonstrate that the minor loop ex-
pansion is driven by successive accumulation of small
nucleation domains [15] that apparently assist in sub-
sequent reversals of the magnetization. Interestingly,
the resulting domain patterns [e.g., Fig. 1(b), panels
(a1)–(d1)] are remarkably similar to what would be ex-
pected for a single magnetization reversal, despite the
fact that they are collected over multiple successive mi-
nor loops.

In addition to demonstrating for the first time that cu-

FIG. 1: (a) Magnetization hysteresis loops of a Co (4 )/Pt (7 )
multilayer with eight repeats. The heavy line represents the
major loop, while the multiple light lines represent the minor
loops acquired between ±290 Oe. (b) Kerr microscopy images
(150× 150 µm) of a Co (4 )/Pt (7 ) multilayer with eight re-
peats, during four successive field cycles. The images were
acquired in the negative remnant state. (Credit: Adapted from
A. Berger et al.[14])

mulative minor loop growth can be very large (which
clearly has important consequences for other analy-
sis methods based on minor loop measurements), and
elucidating yet another fascinating phenomenon in the
magnetism of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy mate-
rials, it is very likely that this work will stimulate ad-
ditional future research. Although the authors’ domain
imaging provides much insight into the reversal mecha-
nism, a physical understanding of the processes under-
lying the nucleation of such domain structures will re-
quire further research. The role of defects in this nucle-
ation process, and the nature of the interaction between
the domain walls and the extended defect structure re-
main open questions [16]. Moreover, it remains to be
seen to what extent these results are general. In partic-
ular, it is unclear whether effects of a similar magnitude
exist in other materials systems, and, if so, what factors
contribute to the unusual domain behavior responsible
for this effect.
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